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In this matter the Charging Party, the Educational Association of Worcester, Inc. 

("EA W" or "Association''), alleges that the Respondent, the Worcester School Committee 

("·School Committee .. or .. Employer'') violated G. L. c. 150E ( .. the Law .. ).§ I O(a)( l ) and § 

I O(a)(5 ), by denying the Association access to school buildings to conduct testing for levels of 

polychlorinated biphenyls ('"PCBs"). The Department of Labor Relations ( .. Department'") issued 

a Complaint on the Association's charges, and. after five days of hearing and the submission of 

post-hearing briefs, Hearing Officer Margaret Sullivan, Esq. , issued a Decision on June 8, 2016 

in which she found that the School Committee violated the Law in the manner alleged. She 

found that, '"[uJpon balance, the EA W's interest in obtaining access to the ... schools to gather 

information that it needs to effectively represent its employees outweighs the Employer's interest 

in preventing the EA W's environmental consultant from taking caul k samples at the .. . 

schools.'· (Decision p. 78) As a remedy for the violation of denying the Association 's access 

request. the Heari ng Officer issued an Order that included. inTer alia, the fo llowing affirmative 

action: "[u]pon the EA W' s request, provide access to the EA W's environmental expert to 



conduct sampling for PCBs in exterior caulking at Burncoat H .S. and Doherty H.S. at reasonable 

times, wi th reasonable notice, and in a reasonable manner." (Decision p. 85) 

The School Committee has appealed and filed a Request for Review and Supplementary 

Statement (referenced herein by "ESS;' for Employer' s Supplementary Statement). Pursuant to 

456 CMR 13.15, the Association hereby submits its own Supplementary Statement responding to 

matters rai sed by the School Committee. The Association respectfu lly requests that the 

Commonwealth Employment Relations Board (''Board") affirm the Hearing Oflicer's very 

thorough Decision. The Hearing Officer did not commit any errors of law as alleged by the 

School Committee. 

I. Argument 

A. The School Committee does not allege that the Hearing Officer made any 
erroneous findings of fact, and her Findings should be accepted by the Board. 

T he record in this case is extensive. The Hearing Officer conducted five days of hearing. 

Five individuals provided sworn testimony. There are boxes of exhibits that were taken into the 

record. Besides the eight facts to which the pat1ies stipulated, 1 based on the evidentiary record 

the Association submitted over forty pages of proposed findings of fact, complete with 

references to the record . The Hearing Officer's own Findings of Fact span no fewe r than seventy 

pages (Decision pp. 4-73). 

Despite that very extensive record of Findings, the School Committee in its appeal has 

not challenged a single finding of fact or the omission of any. The School Committee does not 

contend that the Hearing Officer made any erroneous findings of fact, and the Board should 

accept the Hearing Officer·s Findings of Fact as its own. 

1 The parties ' stipulations are set forth at page 2 of the Association· s Post-Hearing Memorandum (hereinafter 
·'APHM''), and six of the eight of them are included in the Decision at page 3. 
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B. The Hearing Officer made no errors of law, and the School Committee's 
arguments should be rejected. 

The Hearing Officer committed no errors of law. The Association considers the School 

Committee's arguments in turn. 

1. The EA W had reasonable concerns that PCBs posed a risk to the health 
and safety of EA W members, and the existence of those reasonable 
concerns suffices to justify the Hearing Officer's conclusions on relevance 
and reasonable necessity. 

Both the Department of Labor Relations and the National Labor Relations Board have 

treated employee organizations' requests for access for testing related to health and safety issues 

under analyses applied to unions' requests for information. An employer's failure to provide a 

union with requested information is one form of a violation of§ I O(a)(5) of the Law, which 

section makes it a prohibited practice for the employer to "'[r]efuse to bargain collectively in 

good faith with the exclusive representative as required in section six" of the Law. That duty to 

bargain collectively in good faith ··obligates employers to suppl y unions, upon request, with 

information that is relevant and reasonably necessary to a union's ability to perform its 

responsibi lities as the exclusive bargaining representati ve." Higher Education Coordinating 

Council ("HECC"), 25 MLC 37, 40 (1998), citing Board ofTrustees, University of 

Massachusetts (Amherst), 8 MLC 11 39 ( 198 1 ). 

The standard for relevancy is a liberal one, similar to the standard for determining 

relevancy in discovery proceedings in civi l litigation. Board ofTrustees, 8 MLC 11 39, 1141 at 

fn. 6; Bristol County Sheriffs Dept., 32 MLC 76,79 (2005); Sheriffs Office of Middlesex 

County, 30 MLC 9 1. 96 (2003). Information about bargaining unit members· terms and 

conditions of employment is presumptively relevant and reasonably necessary for a union to 

perform its statutory duties. Board of Higher Education, 29 MLC 169, 170 (2003), citing City of 

Lvnn , 27 MLC 60, 6 1 (2000); Bristol County Sheriffs Dept. , 32 MLC at 79. Issues involving 

the health and safety of bargaining unit members are mandatory subjects of bargaining and are 

relevant to a union's representational duties . Town of Bridgewater, 12 MLC 16 12, 16 15 ( 1986): 
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C ity of Boston and Boston Public Li brary Professional Staff Association, 2 1 MLC 111 3 (H.O. 

1994). 

In the instant matter, the Hearing Offi cer ri ghtl y cited the ·'relevant and reasonably 

necessary .. standard fo r information requests as app licable to cases invo lving access fo r testing. 

and she noted it is a liberal standard. (Decision pp. 73-75) In assessing whether the access 

requested was relevant and reasonably necessary to the EA W's execution o f its duties, the 

Hearing Officer stated ·' [i]t is undi sputed that matters affecting the safety and health of 

bargaining unit members are mandatory subjects of bargaining and are included within a union ·s 

representati on duties." (Decision p. 75) (citation omitted) 

There is quite extensive evidence in the record of the concerns regarding safety and 

health that the EA W had for its members in making its requests for access for sampling and 

testing fo r PCBs. Those concerns were not imaginary but were well -founded . MTA Consultant 

to the EA W M ichael Sireci had learned more about the problems of PCBs in schools fro m 

Robert Herri ck (Dec ision Findings at pp. 4-6, 12- I 3; APHM p. 6),2 and what seemed like a 

higher than normal inc idence of cancer at Burncoat High School made Sirec i wonder w hether 

there was a connection to building materials there (Dec ision Findings at pp. 20-2 1; APHM pp. 6-

7). In the fall of2008 and through the winter and spring of2009, Sireci did research and 

received further information regarding PCB contamination in schools. (Dec ision Findings at pp. 

I 2-13; APHM p. 8) Herrick cited studies to Sireci, and Sireci reviewed publications and 

regulations o f the federal Envi ronmental Protecti on Agency ( .. EPA") and Massachusetts 

Department o f Public Health . (Decision Findings at pp. 6, 12-1 3; APHM pp. 8-1 0) 

Various EPA publicati ons stated that ·'[ e ]xposure to PC Bs can cause a variety of adverse 

health effects in anima ls and humans:· ·'PCBs are probable human carcinogens," and PCBs can 

have adverse effects on the immune system, reproductive system. nervous system, and endocrine 

system. (Decision Findings at p. 6; APHM pp. 8-1 0) Sireci also knew that building materials 

that contained PCBs in concentrations greater than fi fty parts per million were classifi ed as bulk 

1 The Association herein cites to its Post- Hearing Memorandum (''APHM'') for the details and cites to the 
evidentiary record contained therein. 
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product waste, were regulated by the federal Toxic Substances Control Act, and had to be 

removed. (APHM pp. 8-1 0) EA W also had a letter from Herrick, citing various studies, that 

stated that ··[t]here is incontrovertible evidence that PCBs are extremely toxic" and "there is 

overwhelming sc ientific evidence that PCBs cause a wide array of adverse health effects in 

humans.'' (Dec ision Findings at pp. 12-1 3; UX 5; APHM p. 17) 

ln December, 2009, the Massachusetts Department of Public Health ("DPH") issued a 

document entitled, ' ·An Information Booklet Addressing PCB-Containing Materials in the Indoor 

Environment of School s and Other Public Buildings.'· (Decision Findings at p. 34; JX 4) 

Accord ing to DPH, the purpose of the information booklet was to provide assistance to schoo l 

and public building officials and the general public in assessing potential health concerns 

associated with PCBs in building materials, and it was designed to supplement guidance offered 

by the EPA. (Decision Findings at pp. 34-35; JX 4, p. 2) 

In answering whether health concerns are associated with PCB exposure opportunities, 

DPH stated: 
Although the epidemiological evidence is 

sometimes conflicting, most heallh agencies have 
concluded that PCBs may reasonably be anticipated to be 
a carcinogen, i.e. , to cause cancer. 

PCBs can have a number o.lnon-cancer effects, 
including those on the immune, reproductive, 
neurological and endocrine systems. 

(Decision Findings at pp. 35-36; JX 4, p. 3) (emphasis added) Sireci saw and reviewed DPH' s 

Information Booklet around the time that it issued. (APHM p. 28) 

Further, by the time EA W made its request for access for sampling in February, 20 I 0. the 

EAW had the results from the two sets of testing that had been conducted in the spring of2009, 

which on both occasions showed results for PCBs in concentrations not only above the limit of 

fifty parts per million but in the thousands and tens of thousands of parts per million. (Decision 

Findings at pp. 13, 19; UX 7; APHM pp. 14-15. 18-20) Those results onl y increased EA w·s 

concerns for the health and safety of its members. (APHM pp. 15- 16, 29-30) 
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All of thi s evidence is more than suffic ient to establi sh that the EA W had legitimate 

concerns for the health and safety of its members when it made its requests for access to testing. 

EA W was hardly making it up. 

The Hearing Officer concluded that the access requested was relevant and reasonably 

necessary to the EA W in it s role as the exclusive bargaining representati ve. (Decision p. 77) 

She concluded that, to do so. she did not need to determine whether PCBs pose a health hazard to 

humans. (Decision p. 76) That determination is not within the authority or expertise of the 

Department. The evidence was enough, however, to establi sh to the Hearing Offi cer 's 

satisfaction the relevance and reasonable necessity of the EA W's request for access. 

In support of this conc lusion, the Hearing Officer specifically cited several factors. 

(Decision pp. 76-77) One was the EA W's awareness of the EPA regulations requiring the 

removal of caulking that contained a concentrati on of PCBs greater than fi fty parts per million. 

(Decision p. 76) The Hearing Officer had found that, " [p]ursuant to the federa l Toxic Substance 

Control Act (TSCA) and EPA regulations, building materi als, including caul ki ng, which contain 

a concentrati on of PCBs greater than fi fty parts per million (ppm), are an impermissible use and 

must be removed." (Dec ision Findings at p. 20, n. 29) In her Opinion, then, she concluded ''[ijt 

was relevant and reasonably necessary for the EA W to seek access to the .. . schools fo r PCB 

testing to ascertain whether its unit members· workplaces actually contained caulking that would 

need to be removed and to request bargaining over the impacts of the caul king removal on unit 

members· terms and condi tions of employment, including their health and safety.'' (Decision p. 

76) While the precise extent of the adverse health effects from PCBs might be a point of 

contention. there is no dispute about the hard-and-fast regulatory limit. 

A second factor in the Hearing Officer 's conclusion on relevance and reasonable 

necessity was the fac t that EA W members, specifica ll y from Burncoat High School, had come to 

the EA W with concerns about the number of unit members at that school who were diagnosed 

'vvith cancer. (Decision p. 76) As part of its duties as the exclusive representative, the EA W, the 

Hearing Officer stated, was acting on those members' health and safety concerns when it made 
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its request for access for testing. (Decision p. 76) The possible connection was not far-fetched ; 

PCBs are hardly something known to be perfectly safe and indeed have been deemed by no less 

an authority than the EPA as probable human carcinogens. 

A third factor in the Hearing Officer's conclusion, specifically on the issue of 

reasonable necessity, was the fact that the Employer, on several occasions, had cha llenged the 

origin and chain of custody of the prior samples. (Decision p. 77) " Because of the Employer's 

stated concerns about the authenticity of the samples, the EA W ' s environmental experts needed 

access to the ... schools in order to take new samples and then test them for the presence of 

PCBs." (Decision p. 77) 

The Employer expressly states in its appeal that it ··does not dispute that matters 

involving employee safety are mandatory subjects of bargaining and certainly fa ll within the 

ambit of a union 's representation of its members." (ESS p. 5) That concession alone should 

suffice to squash any arguments against the relevance of the EA W 's requests for access to test 

for PCBs. Taking the evidence at face value, the Hearing Officer could and did decide that 

issues of health and safety were involved. 

The Employer claims that the Hearing Officer wrongly ··duck[ed] the issue .. of whether 

PCBs actuall y posed a health risk to EA W members. and that such a determination is ·'a 

necessary condition precedent to any conclusion about the relevance and reasonable necessity of 

the EA w·s access request. '' (ESS pp. 6-7) The EA W disagrees. The Hearing Officer cited the 

factors in support of her conclusion, and those facto rs included the absolute regulatory limit of 

fift y parts per million before removal is required. 

Moreover, the record clearly establishes that there were at least very serious and 

reasonable concerns about adverse health effects from exposure to PCBs. and that fact suffices to 

support the Hearing Officer' s conclusion of relevance and reasonable necessity. It is enough. 

The EA W need not prove and the Hearing Officer need not determine the precise nature of the 

threat and ri sks posed by PCBs. The statements of the EPA, by way of example, are themselves 

sufficient to support the relevance of the requests for access. The EA W had reasonable concerns 
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that PCBs posed a risk to the health and safety of EA W members, and the existence of those 

reasonable concerns should suffice. The process at the Department should not be turned into a 

required proving ground for exact scientific conclusions. 

In further response to the Employer's suggestion that there is doubt that there are any 

potentia l adverse health effects from PCBs, consider the words of the Employer's own 

S uperintendent at the time. In a letter in earl y 2011 to the parents and staffs at fo ur schools that 

tested positive for PCBs, then-Superintendent Melinda Boone acknowledged the potential hea lth 

effects from PCBs: ·'PCBs can affect the immune, reproductive, nervous and endocrine systems 

and are potentially cancer-causing if they build up in the body over long periods of time." 

(Decision Findings at p. 44; UX 14; A PHM p. 33) The Employer itself was thereby refl ecting 

the state of knowledge at the time. It is di singenuous for the Employer in thi s dispute to claim 

the EA W' s request has not been shown to be relevant because there is insufficient evidence or 

potential adverse health effects. 

Further still , even the Employer's expert w itness, James Okun, admitted tha t he could not 

say and was not testifying that PC Bs do not cause adverse health effects in humans. (APHM p. 

43) In fact, he admitted that PC Bs can be toxic to humans and are capable of having adverse 

health effects on humans in sufficient doses. (APHM pp. 42-43) He agreed with EPA's 

statement that ·· l e ]xposure to PCBs can cause a variety of adverse health effects in animals and 

humans.'' (APHM p. 42)3 

All o f this evidence leads to the conclusion that there was enough to render the EA w · s 

concerns reasonable and its requests there fore relevant. The state of knowledge at the time of the 

EA w·s requests supported the ex istence of potential adverse health e tfects from PCBs. T he 

EA W is entitled to access to acquire the in fo rmation. What flows from it then remains to be 

seen. 

3 The Employer contends that Okun 's testimony was not given adequate consideration by the Hearing Offi cer. It 
was completely within the Hearing Officer's discretion. however, to decide what weight to give Okun 's testimony. 
Fut1her, he made these concessions supporting EA W's case. 
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In cases involving a union 's request fo r access to observe conditions or test for safety and 

health concerns, the potential for adverse health effects is routinely taken for granted. There 

reall y is not a threshold analysis of whether the condition that the union desires to observe or test 

actuall y poses a known health risk. 

An example is a D LR Hearing Officer' s decision in C ity of Boston and Boston Public 

Library Professional Staff Association, 21 MLC 111 3 (H.O. 1994), which involved a lengthy 

renovation project that led to complaints about excessive dust, fumes and noise from the 

construction area. T he union requested access for an industrial hygienist retained by the union to 

walk through and evaluate the construction site for hazards. The employer said it was doing 

everything it could and denied access by the union ' s industrial hygienist to the construction site, 

though he did tour the public areas, including the workplaces of bargaining unit members. The 

Hearing Officer concluded that the employer thereby violated the Law. The Hearing Officer 

stated the standards for information requests and the fact that matters affecting the health and 

safety of bargaining unit members are mandatory subjects of bargaining. She found the union ·s 

request re levant without engaging in any analysis of whether the dust, fumes. and noi se from the 

construction site actuall y posed a known risk to employees' health and safety. The union was 

entitled to access to make its observations and evaluation. 

In NLRB cases one finds a similar assumption of potential adverse heal th effects without 

a threshold analysis requiring proof of a known health risk. N LRB cases agree that as long as 

the subject of an info rmation request or request to perform testing meets the relevant and 

necessary standard, it is appropriate. The information sought is for the union then to determine if 

there is a condition of concern . T he potential for adverse health effects suffices. 

For example, in a case where a nursing home employer violated the N LRA by unlawfu lly 

den ying access to the union's health and safety representative regarding information on their 

programs, policies, and procedures, the val idity of the union' s concerns was not questioned. In 

fact, it was sufficient that employees were concerned with these issues, and the '·requested 
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information would have enabled [the] union to ascertain whether hazardous working conditions 

in fact ex isted:· New Surfside N ursing Home, 322 NLRB No. 9 1 (1996). 

Similarly, in Am. Nat'l Can Co. , 293 NLRB 901 ( 1989), enforced, 924 F.2d 5 18 (4th Cir. 

199 1 ), where physical access to the plant was at issue to assess heat conditions, the question was 

classified as ·'whether the unions are entitl ed to the heat information and, if so, whether they are 

entitl ed to access the Respondent 's plant in order to obtain the data.'· The deci sion notes that 

"[e]xcessive heat in the workplace is potentially hazardous to the health and safety of 

employees." (emphasis added). The crux of the analysis is the union 's entitlement to the 

information . 

In many cases, information requests (including requests for testing) are "presumpti ve ly 

relevant to and necessary for" the union' s role. See, e.g., C .C.E. Inc .. 3 18 NLRB 977 (1995) 

(there was "no adequate substitute for the union representati ve· s direct observation of the plant 

equipment and conditions. and employee operations and working conditions, in order to evaluate 

matters such as job classificati ons, safety concerns, work rules, relative ski lls, and other matters 

necessary to develop an informed and reasonable negoti ating strategy"). T hi s approach is 

echoed agai n and again. Where there is a concern about workloads, a time study test is relevant 

and appropriate. See Nestle Purina Petcare Co., 347 N LRB 891 (2006) (find ing a grievance that 

asserts ·'at least an arguable claim under the contract" is sufficient to support relevance). Where 

there is a concern about heat, an analysis of temperature of the plant is relevant and appropriate. 

See Am. at'l Can Co. , 293 LRB 90 \ (1989), enforced, 924 F.2d 518 (4th Cir. \ 99 1). Where 

health conditions including a lack of potable water, a to il et leaking into a drinking fountain , and 

poor shower conditions are the concern, an inspection tour is relevant and appropriate. See 

Gilberton Coal Co .. 29 1 NLRB 344 (1988), enforced, 888 F.2d 1381 (3d Cir. 1989). 

Likewise, in the instant case, where there is a concern about exposure to PCBs, access for 

testing for PC Bs is relevant and appropriate. There is no rigorous standard requiring the 

Association to prove precise, known adverse health effects of PCBs on humans before such 

access is granted. 
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Even in the event the Board decides, however, that the Hearing Officer should have 

expressly determined whether PCBs posed a health hazard to humans - despite the greater 

subject matter access. knowledge, and experti se of agencies like the EPA and the Massachusetts 

DPH - the Board need not remand the issue to the Hearing Officer, as the Employer proposes. 

The record suffices to support the Board 's drawing that conclusion on its own, and to render that 

conclusion that health risks indeed existed. There is no basis for overturning the Decision or 

remanding the case on these grounds. 

2. A union 's right to access for testing is not limited to situations where an 
employer itself is required to test, and, where the Employer has not itself 
tested and has challenged the authenticity of the testing results the 
Association obtained, the Hearing Officer was correct in concluding that 
the Association's request for access to test was relevant and reasonably 
necessary. 

The second argument the Employer makes stems from the Hearing Officer's re liance in 

part on the fact of the Employer's chal lenging the authenticity of the results obtained by the 

Association in the sampling and testing conducted first by George Weymouth and then by both 

Weymouth and Sireci. The Em ployer cannot and does not deny that it challenged the 

authenticity of those results. The Hearing Officer expressly found that Superintendent Boone 

.. challenged the validity of the test results that were obtained from the caulking samples that 

Weymouth and Sireci had taken, because she questioned whether those samples were even taken 

fro m the Employer's schools." (Decision Findings at p. 23) Employer Attorney Sean Sweeney 

had stated essentially the same thing in a letter to Sireci. (Decision Findings at p. 2 1) In 

concluding that the Association' s request for access was relevant and reasonably necessary. the 

Hearing Onicer stated, inter alia, ·'[b]ecause of the Employer's stated concerns about the 

authenticity of the samples, the EA w· s environmental experts needed access to the three schools 

in order to take new samples and then test them for the presence of PCBs.'' (Decision at p. 77) 

The Employer argues that the Hearing Officer's conclusion incorrectly suggests that the 

Employer must facilitate EA W's testing and acknowledge its results even when the Employer is 
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not itse lf required to test, and that constitutes an overreach by the Hearing Officer. (ESS at pp. 

8-9) 

There is, however, no overreaching or improper circumvention of the EPA 's regulations, 

as the Employer also argues. The Association 's right to access for sampling and testing cannot 

be limited to situations where the Employer itself is actuall y required to test. That argument 

makes no sense. First of all , if the Employer had been required to test, there likely would be no 

need for the Association to seek access for the same testing because presumabl y the Associati on 

would have the results from the Employer's testing. 

Further. the Employer's argument misses the point of the requirement of responses to 

relevant and reasonably necessary information requests. There might well be no pre-existing 

requirement that a given employer provide certain information to a union . Once the union makes 

a request for information that is relevant and reasonably necessary, however, then the employer 

is indeed required under G.L. c. 150E to provide the requested information. Similarl y, the 

Employer here is required under the Law to provide access to the Association to do its sampling 

and testing, regardless of whether the Employer was required to test on its own. This instance is 

not .. a significant misapplication ofthe information request mechanism," as the Employer 

contends, but instead a proper and appropriate use of it. There was no error of law along these 

lines warranting the overturning ofthe Hearing Officer" s Decision. 

It is as if the Employer simply wishes the Association to sit back and do nothing, or to 

trust that the Employer has it under control itse lf. The Association is not so restricted. however. 

As the First Circuit Court of Appeals has stated, in a case that arose from the NLRB, , .. the 

proposition that a union must rely on an employer' s good intentions concerning the vital question 

of health and safety of represented employees seems patently.fa!lacious. "' Holyoke Water 

Power Company, 778 F.2d 49, 5 1-52 ( I st Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 477 U.S. 905 ( 1986), quoting 

Oil. Chemical & Atomic Workers Local Union o. 6-418 v. LRB, 71 1 F.2d 348. 36 1 (D.C. 

Cir. 1983) (emphasis added) . 
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Whether the Employer chooses to acknowledge the results that ensue from the 

Association· s testing or contest them is a separate issue that is not before the Board to decide. 

The Association remains willing to conduct such sampling/testing with a representati ve of the 

Employer present. among other conditions. 

3. As for the doctrine of unclean hands, the Hearing Officer did not find the 
Association to have acted in bad faith, and therefore no basis for this 
defense exists; the Hearing Officer by her Decision rejected this 
argument. 

T he Association denies that it acted in bad faith and had '·unclean hands" in this matter; it 

was acting in the interests of its members. In the first written request to the Employer in 

ovember. 2008, the Association stated quite openl y and correctly that the MTA's 

Environmental Health and Safety Committee was considering and addressing the question of 

PCB exposure. (Decision Findings at pp. 4-5, 7; JX 5) The Employer initially responded in 

December, 2008, ·'to identify the conditions under which the District would allow the access and 

testing." and the Association agreed to those conditions. (Decision Findings at pp. 7-8; JX 6) 

Only in March, 2009 - after the Association informed the Employer that it wanted to proceed 

with testing- did the Employer reverse itself and inform the Associati on that the Employer ' ·now 

declines to authorize access to its school buildings and property fo r such testing and sampling.'' 

(Decision Findings at p. 9; JX 7) Instead of forging ahead, the Association abided by the 

Employer 's reversal and did not conduct the sampling as planned. 

T he Employer suggests that Sireci's efforts were dri ven by personal rather than union 

interests and that the purported interest in testing for health and safety concerns was a pretext for 

Sireci ' s own personal interests. Such allegations are unfo unded and inaccurate. Even if the 

initia l interest in exposure to PCBs came at least in pa11 from Herrick's project, the Assoc iation 

very much had the health and safety of its members in mind in pursuing the matter with multi ple 

requests. Sireci ' s testimony showed the bases for the concerns about potential adverse health 

effects from exposure to PCBs. The in fo rmation and guidance from the leading agencies (i.e., 

the EPA and DPII) and the high incidence of cancer at Burncoat High were among the bases for 
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the requests. The Association certainly did not act in bad faith in this process but rather very 

much was pursuing the interests of its members. To the extent there was any lack of clarity 

around the earlier requests, there was none with EA W's last request in February, 20 I 0, and there 

was certainly no bad faith. 

Other attempts by the Employer to attribute bad fa ith to the Association are also without 

support and should likewise be rejected. The Employer tri es to attribute to the Association the 

sampling that George Weymouth conducted by himself in March. 2009, but. as the Hearing 

Officer expressly found, ' ·Sirec i had no advance notice that Weymouth was go ing to take the 

samples.'· (Decision Findings at p. I 0, n. 15) Further, the Employer claims the Association 

refused or attempted to avoid providing information to the Employer about Robert Herrick and 

other aspects, but the Associati on in April , 2009, sent a lengthy letter to the Employer 

addressing, inter alia, the health effects of PCBs, with a separate letter from Herrick on the 

subject. (Decision Findings at pp. 11-1 3; JX 8; UX 5) 

T he Assoc iation concluded that April, 2009 letter by saying it believed it had satisfi ed the 

Employer·s requests and planned to take samples the fo llowing week. when school was not in 

session. (Decision Findings at p . 13 ; JX 8) The Hearing Officer al so found, based on the 

testimony, that Michael Sireci, then MTA Consultant to the Assoc iati on, informed Stacey 

DeBoise Luster, then Human Resources Manager for the Worcester Public Schools, at a 

subsequent labor management meeting that he was going to take samples at certain schools on 

the upcoming weekend, and Luster made no response. (Decision Findings at p. 14) 

Given the Associati on's lengthy April , 2009 1etter and the absence of any negative 

response from Luster or any other E mployer representative to the letter or Sireci's oral notice, 

S ireci believed the Employer did not object and he had permission to conduct sampling, as he 

did on April 29, 2009. The Employer alleges that Sireci did so without authorization, and 

includes this assertion in its bad faith argument. The Hearing Officer did not find, however, that 

Sireci took the samples without authori zati on. In fact, she expressly noted that she ··need not 
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determine whether Sireci had tacit permiss ion to take the samples because the fact is not material 

to the outcome of the case:· (Decision Findings at p. 14, n. 19) 

On or about the same day as he conducted the sampling, Sireci sent an emai l to the 

Interim Superintendent to inform her that he had taken caulking samples at four schools and had 

sent the samples to a lab for testing for PCBs. (Decision Findings at p. 15) Both before and after 

his sampling, then, Sireci communicated with the Employer about it. He was not hiding the fact 

of his conducting it. 

What is fata l to this argument by the Employer is the fact that nowhere did the Hearing 

Officer find that the Association acted in bad faith or without ' ·clean hands." She considered the 

Employer ' s arguments in this regard. She concluded that the actions of Herrick and Weymouth 

were ··not attributable to the EA W" because the "'record before [her] [didl not show that either 

Herrick or Weymouth were agents o f the EA w:· (Decision at p. 81) As for Sireci 's allegedly 

engaging in unauthorized self-help, the Hearing Officer noted that Sireci .. testified about hi s 

belief, probably mistaken but not irrational, that he had tacit approval to access the Employer's 

four schools for testing." (Decision at pp. 81-82) (emphasis added) Indeed, she found that 

.. none ofthe conduct that the Employer cites to support a claim ofbad.faith conduct .. . is either 

attributable to the EA W or was undertaken in bad fa ith.·· (Decision p. 82) (emphasis added) 

T he Hearing Officer thereby affirmatively conc luded that the Assoc iation did not act in bad faith . 

The Hearing Officer considered the Employer' s arguments on this issue but rej ected them. and 

so should the Board. 

The Employer 's argument in this regard must fail because it presupposes a finding of bad 

faith by the Hearing Officer. The Employer made those arguments to the Hearing Officer but 

she did not agree. There are, then, no grounds on which to overturn the Decision or even remand 

the case based on this argument. The doctrine of unclean hands cannot serve as a successful 

affi rmative defense when the Hearing Officer did not find the Association to have unclean hands. 

Finally, the Association notes that the analysis under the doctrine of unclean hands is 

comparative. Berman v. Coakley, 243 Mass. 348 (1923). Even if the Association had been 
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found to have unclean hands in some respect, it was the Employer who acted in bad faith to a 

g reater degree when it reversed its position and denied access, not only in itially in March, 2009, 

but again in subsequent months in 2009 after it seemed the parties would agree on an industria l 

hygienist for testing. (Decision Findings at pp. 16-21 ; UX 9A; UX 9 8 ; UX I 0) 

4. The Employer should not be allowed to skirt its obligations under the 
Law simply because the Association has attained some accomplishments 
in this area; testing is still reasonably necessary. 

The Employer argues that access to testing is not necessary because the Association has 

a lready engaged in union activity around the issue of PCBs- e.g. , through informational pickets, 

presentations at publ ic meetings, submission of bargaining proposals, and general advocacy. 

(ESS p. 13) The Associati on, however, should not be punished for making efforts and achieving 

any successes in those other ways, and those avenues do no t take the place of authorized access 

for testing and the informat ion that testing can provide. T he Association cannot effectively 

represent its bargaining unit members on the health and safety issue of exposure to PCBs without 

having a recognized measure of what the levels are. A union 's ··ability to function effectively 

without information is not a va lid de fense to an employer' s fa ilure' ' to provide relevant and 

reasonably necessary information to the union. Higher Education Coordinating Council, 25 

MLC 37,40 (1998). 

The Employer has refused to acknowledge that the samples taken by Weymouth and 

S irec i even came from the Worcester Public Schools or that the results are valid. The Employer 

cannot have it both ways in this regard - refusing to acknowledge the results but saying any 

further testing is unnecessary because testing already occurred. Access fo r testing is reasonabl y 

necessary to know the presence and levels of PCBs. The Employer's own expe11 witness 

acknowledged that testing was the only way to ascertain whether caulking or any other bui lding 

materials contained PCBs. (Decision Findings at p. 72) 
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The Hearing Officer considered but rejected these arguments by the Employer. 

While the EA W has been successful in making the remediation of 
PC Bs a priority for the Employer, it still has an obligation to its 
members to determine whether caulking at Burncoat H.S. and 
Doherty H.S. contain[ s] PCBs at concentrations greater than 50 
ppm, which would necessitate removal under EPA regulations. 
The Employer' s own expert Okun confirmed that testing is the 
onl y means by which the presence and concentration level of PC Bs 
can be determined. [t is an employer's burden to show that there 
are alternate means other than access that would satisfy a union · s 
need for information. [citation omitted) The Employer cannot meet 
that burden here because there is no alternative to testing that 
would provide the type ofinformation that the EAW needs to 
effectively represent its unit members. 

(Decision at pp. 80-81 ) (emphasis added) The Board should likewise reject the Employer's 

argument on this score. Whatever the Association has managed to accompli sh does not make 

unnecessary the access for testing here. 

II. Conclusion 

The Charge and Complaint in thi s matter date back to 2010 and the Association's 

requests for PCB testing go back as far as 2008. In all of the intervening years the Employer has 

never assented to the Association ·s requests or acknowledged the results from samples that were 

tested. 

Though the record is extensive and the length of the Decision reflects that fact , the case at 

its core is reall y quite simple and can be boiled down to the allegations of Count I o f the 

Complaint. The Association requested access to test for PC Bs at schools where PCBs were 

likely to have been used (e.g. , JX I ), the access was relevant and reasonably necessary for the 

Assoc iation in its role as the exclusive bargaining representative, and the Employer denied that 

access (e.g., JX 2). The School Committee thereby violated G.L. c. 150E, § I O(a)(5) and , 

derivatively, § I O(a)( I ) . The Association respectfully requests that the Board reject the 

Employer's arguments on appeal and affirm the Hearing Officer's Decision . .t 

~ For additional details on the maners discussed herein and any others, the Association respectfu lly refers the Board 
to the Hearing Omcer' s complete Decision and the Association's Post-Hearing Memorandum . 
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Dated: September 9, 2016 

Respectfull y submitted, 
For the Educational Association of Worcester. 

By its attorney. 

Is/ Richard A. Mullane 
Richard A. Mullane 
Division of Legal Services 
Massachusetts Teachers Association 
2 Heritage Drive, 81

h Floor 
Quincy, MA 02171 
617-878-8281 
BBO #561828 
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Certificate of Service 

I, Richard A. Mullane, hereby certify that I have this day, by electronic transmission, 
served a copy of the foregoing Supplementary Statement upon Sean P. Sweeney, Attorney for 
the Worcester School Committee, at Spsweeneylawfirm@comcast.net. 

Dated: September 9, 20 16 Is/Richard A. Mullane 
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